Examples of multidisciplinary research from authors in at least one of Trinity’s professional fields (Education, Health Care, Accounting, Business, Engineering) and at least one liberal arts discipline.

**Health Care, Sociology**


Access: [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6179134/](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6179134/)

**Health Care, English, Theatre**


Access: [https://mh.bmj.com/content/42/1/63.long](https://mh.bmj.com/content/42/1/63.long)

**Business, Accounting, Economics**


Access: [https://muse.jhu.edu/article/203647](https://muse.jhu.edu/article/203647)

**Business, Political Science**


Access: [https://muse.jhu.edu/article/12246](https://muse.jhu.edu/article/12246)


Access: [https://muse.jhu.edu/article/428889](https://muse.jhu.edu/article/428889)

**Business, Economics**

Access: [https://muse.jhu.edu/article/173541](https://muse.jhu.edu/article/173541)

**Business, Psychology**


Access: [https://muse.jhu.edu/article/615297](https://muse.jhu.edu/article/615297)

**Education, Biology**


**English, Human Development, Education, Psychology (SOTL)**


Access: [https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/ij-sotl/vol3/iss1/16/](https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/ij-sotl/vol3/iss1/16/)

**Computer Science, Engineering, Art, English (SOTL)**
